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ABSTRACT

A one-dimensional, coupled hail and cloud model (HAILCAST) is tested to assess its ability to predict hail

size. The model employs an ensemble approach when forecasting maximum hail size, uses a sounding as input,

and can be run in seconds on an operational workstation. The model was originally developed in South Africa

and then improved upon in Canada, using high quality hail verification data for calibration. In this study, the

model was run on a spatially and seasonally diverse set of 914 modified severe hail proximity soundings

collected within the contiguous United States between 1989 and 2004. Model output was then compared to the

maximum observed hail size for each proximity sounding. Basic verification statistics are presented, showing

that the HAILCAST model exhibits considerable skill that can be of use to the operational severe weather

forecaster.

1. Introduction

Hailstorms are potentially dangerous and can cause

property damage as well as injuries. A prime example

of this is the ‘‘Mayfest’’ hailstorm that occurred over

north Texas on 5 May 1995. During this event, over

100 people were injured by hail, most of whom were

caught out in the open during an outdoor festival

(Edwards and Thompson 1998). Even within the relative

safety of a vehicle or home, injuries can still result as

large stones can penetrate through windows and roofs

(Morris and Janish 1996). In addition to bodily injury,

hailstorms account for about $1.3 billion in crop damage

and around $1.3 billion in property damage annually

(NSSL 2008; Changnon 1972). Hail is one of the most

common types of severe convective weather in the

United States, yet hail forecasting has received rela-

tively little attention as compared to that given to tor-

nadoes and damaging winds. While the overall threat to

life from severe hail is miniscule in comparison, deaths

can occur (NCDC 2000), and the threat to property can

be great.

Forecasters have few reliable tools to aid them in

predicting the maximum expected hail size. Radar-

based methods of hail detection exist (Donavon and

Jungbluth 2007) but are only useful once storms have

formed. Historically, attempts at forecasting hail size

have focused on various measures of convective avail-

able potential energy (CAPE) and temperature levels

aloft based on large-scale environment data. One of

the first methods used to forecast hail size was de-

veloped by Fawbush and Miller (1953), and was based

empirically on the buoyancy measured between the

convective condensation level (CCL) and the 258C

level. Later, a change was made to incorporate the

height of the freezing level (FZL; Miller 1972). Foster

and Bates (1956) developed a similar method for fore-

casting hail size, based on the vertical velocity from

the buoyancy between the level of free convection

(LFC) and the parcel at the 2108C level, and the pre-

dicted terminal velocities of hailstones. A few years later,

Renick and Maxwell (1977) developed a nomogram re-

lating maximum hail size to maximum updraft velocity

and the temperature at that level during the Alberta

Hail Project. More recently, Moore and Pino (1990)
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constructed a method using the buoyancy derived from

integration between the CCL and the 2108C level

within the theoretical updraft, in combination with

more robust melting calculations.

These methods frequently forecasted unrealistically

large hail sizes or showed little ability to delineate be-

tween small and large hail (e.g., Doswell et al. 1982).

Thermodynamic parameters such as the height of the

FZL, wet-bulb zero (WBZ), and CAPE remain in use

today, despite their limited utility in forecasting maxi-

mum hail size (Edwards and Thompson 1998; Kitzmiller

and Breidenbach 1993). A major reason for this is that

hail growth is very complex and dependent on storm-

scale processes and parameters that are not easily ob-

served. Consequently, any ingredients-based mesoscale

forecasting methods that are used to forecast severe

weather prior to convective development will result in

poor hail size forecasts.

A one-dimensional coupled hail and cloud model,

called HAILCAST, has been developed to predict

the maximum expected hail diameter D at the surface

(Brimelow et al. 2002). HAILCAST has been im-

plemented and tested at the Storm Prediction Center

(SPC) over the past 6 yr with promising results.

The SPC forecasts the probability of severe hail (D $

0.75 in. or 1.91 cm) in the day 1 convective outlook

product, as well as the probability that hail will exceed

a threshold of 2.0 in. [5.1 cm, which is defined as sig-

nificant or SIG hail; see Hales (1988)]. In addition,

maximum hail diameter is explicitly forecast in tornado

and severe thunderstorm watches. Therefore, we tested

the model’s ability to forecast hail size, and its ability

to successfully delineate between nonsignificant severe

hail (NON-SIG, 0.75 # D , 2.0 in.) and SIG hail envi-

ronments. This work is the first time HAILCAST has

been tested extensively in warm, moist environments

characterized by high CAPE and strong vertical wind

shear.

At the SPC, HAILCAST can be run manually using

observed or forecast soundings as part of the National

Centers Advanced Weather Interactive Processing Sys-

tem Skew T Hodograph Analysis and Research Program

(NSHARP; Hart et al. 2003). HAILCAST can utilize

gridded NWP model data to produce plan-view hail-size

forecast graphics. Verification of HAILCAST has not

been done using the forecasts from gridded model data.

In this study, the model was tested using a large da-

tabase of individual observed hail proximity soundings.

A brief description of the hail model is provided in

section 2. The report database is discussed in section 3,

which is followed by a description of the methodology

used to verify the model forecasts in section 4. Finally,

some test results are presented.

2. The HAILCAST model

HAILCAST is a one-dimensional coupled cloud and

hail growth model, developed initially by Poolman (1992)

and then improved upon by Brimelow et al. (2002). Using

an atmospheric sounding as input, the model produces

an ensemble of updrafts based on systematic perturba-

tions of the control surface temperature and dewpoint.

At the forecaster’s discretion, the control temperature

and dewpoint can be modified to create a more repre-

sentative sounding. A set of 25 ensemble members is

produced by varying both the temperature and dew-

point by 18C from their control values in increments of

0.58C. Each of the 25 surface parcels are lifted to as-

certain if they can reach their LFC. Those that reach the

LFC are considered to produce deep convection, and

these convective members are evaluated for hail size

potential. This aspect of the hail model will be described

in more detail in section 5.

HAILCAST utilizes the energy shear index (ESI;

Brimelow et al. 2002), which is the product of the surface-

based CAPE and the 850 mb–6 km AGL bulk wind

shear. The purpose of the ESI is ‘‘to account for the

combined effects of buoyancy and vertical wind shear on

the updraft duration, with larger products indicating an

increased potential for long-lived updrafts’’ (Brimelow

1999). Depending upon the magnitude of the ESI, vary-

ing degrees of lateral and cloud-top entrainment are ap-

plied to the updraft. HAILCAST decreases the amount

of entrainment as the instability and shear increase,

resulting in maximized updraft speeds approaching the

theoretical buoyancy-derived values associated with

supercells (Bluestein et al. 1988). ESI regulates the up-

draft duration with a maximum lifetime of 60 min. After

a 300-mm embryo is introduced at cloud base (calculated

using a surface-based parcel), the hail model allows the

embryo to ascend within the model-derived updraft and

grow until either the updraft collapses or the hailstone

reaches the surface. The embryo, injected at cloud base,

is given an initial upward velocity of 4 m s21. However,

it is important to note that surface-based convective

inhibition (CIN) or a capping inversion may prevent

parcels from reaching their LFC. Thus, if one or more

members remain capped (e.g., they are unable to pro-

duce deep convection), no hail will be produced for

those members. For a more detailed description of

HAILCAST, see Brimelow et al. (2002).

3. Data and methodology

a. Hail report database

HAILCAST was evaluated in Alberta using a rela-

tively high quality report database of hail size from a
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high-density hail observer network (Brimelow et al.

2002). The overall quality of the severe report database

(Storm Data) in the United States is much less reliable,

with the vast majority of the hail sizes being estimated,

and only recently has information about whether a stone

was measured or estimated been included in the local

storm reports. In addition, the largest hail size reported

is not necessarily the largest stone produced by a storm

(Amburn and Wolf 1997), although growing spotter

networks are helping to mitigate this factor. Therefore,

even if a perfect hail size forecasting tool existed, the

quantitative verification of hail size forecasts based on

the current U.S. hail database would still be challenging.

Despite these limitations, this is the only long-term da-

tabase that we have at our disposal for the purpose of

verifying HAILCAST. Recently, the NSSL Severe Hail

Verification Experiment (SHAVE) was conducted and

employed a high-resolution verification database, the

benefits of which are discussed in Smith et al. (2007).

The most common reported diameter is 0.75 in.

(1.9 cm), the threshold for severe hail as defined by the

National Weather Service (NWS), averaging around

4000 reports per year. The combination of 0.75-, 0.88-

(2.2 cm), and 1.00-in. (2.5 cm) hail accounts for about

6200 reports per year over the 16-yr period, or 72% of all

reports. In contrast, an average of only 183 reports of

baseball-size hail (D 5 2.75 in. or 7.0 cm) were received

each year, or about 2% of the total reports.

Analysis of the U.S. severe hail database indicates

that very large hail is observed much less frequently

than smaller hail, indicating an approximate inverse

relationship between hail size and the frequency of oc-

currence. Looking at Fig. 1, this is generally the case,

except that the number of golf-ball-size hail reports in

relation to adjacent sizes appears anomalously high,

especially given the mass differential between a spheri-

cal 1.75-in. (4.45 cm) stone and stones in the smaller size

categories. For the period 1989–2004, 1.75-in. (‘‘golf-ball

size’’) hail was reported almost as frequently as 1.00-in.

(‘‘quarter size’’) hailstones, and much more frequently

than 0.88-in. (‘‘nickel size’’) hail. This is not a new

phenomenon. For the period 1955–2002, reports of golf-

ball-size hail actually exceeded those of 1.00-in. hail and

were the second most frequent size reported (Schaefer

et al. 2004). An informal study on the accuracy of hail-

size reporting (Baumgardt 2008) showed that spotters

are much less likely to report 1.25-in. (3.18 cm) to 1.50-in.

(3.81 cm) hail sizes than they are to report 1.00-in.

FIG. 1. Distribution of severe hail reports by size over the contiguous United States from 1989 to 2004. Note the apparent golf-ball-size

anomaly at 1.75 in. (4.45 cm). There were 137 837 total reports for the period.
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(quarter size) or 1.75-in. (golf ball) size hail. This is

consistent with the results in Fig. 1, which shows a rela-

tively low number of 1.25- and 1.50-in. reports. Further,

personal communication with longtime Oklahoma res-

idents living near the world-wide climatological maxi-

mum of giant hail frequency (Doswell et al. 2005) reveal

that golf-ball-size hail is observed much less frequently

compared to the occurrence of quarter-size or smaller

hail.

There is also reason to question the 4.50-in. (11.4 cm)

hail reports, the default size used by the NWS to

represent softball-size hail. The first-ever softball tour-

nament at the 1933 World’s Fair in Chicago used a 4.50-

in.-diameter softball. However, the most common men’s

league softball in use today has a diameter of 3.80 in. or

9.65 cm (women’s league softballs measure 3.50 in. or

8.89 cm). Consequently, observers are likely to associate

the classification of ‘‘softball sized’’ hail with a hailstone

of 3.80-in. diameter, and not 4.50 in. As a result, it is

highly likely that many of the allocations of 4.50 in. to

reports of softball-size hail in the database are gross

overestimations of the true size of the hail. This confu-

sion has important implications, not only for verification

purposes, but also for inferring the associated thunder-

storm intensity. For example, a 4.50-in.-diameter stone

has 63% more mass when compared to a 3.80-in. (true

softball size) stone. This is not insignificant, as the up-

draft required to produce a 4.50-in. stone typically must

be significantly stronger than that required to support

a 3.80-in. hailstone. To put this into perspective, the 1970

Coffeyville, Kansas, stone had a mass near 750 g, while

a solid 4.50-in. sphere of ice, assuming an ice density

close to 0.9 g cm23 (Knight and Knight 2001), would

have a mass of just over 700 g. It is unlikely that near-

world-record stones fall with such frequency as the

report database would indicate. For the purposes of this

study, 4.50-in. (softball) hail reports will be assumed to

be 3.65-in. (9.27 cm) spheres, an average of a modern

men’s and women’s softball sizes.

b. Building the sounding database

A database of observed severe hail proximity sound-

ings from the contiguous United States spanning nearly

15 yr (May 1989–April 2004) was constructed for the

purpose of evaluating the HAILCAST model. It is im-

portant to note that only soundings supporting surface-

based convection were included in the dataset, as the

original version of HAILCAST was unable to simulate

elevated convection [storms with inflow rooted above

a surface-based stable layer; Corfidi et al. (2008)]. Al-

though HAILCAST has since been modified to simulate

elevated convection, estimating representative parcel

conditions for elevated sounding cases (especially histor-

ical ones) is extremely problematic. This is because the

mesoscale variability of conditions aloft is not well sam-

pled, whereas surface data contain substantially greater

time and space resolutions to sample surface-based con-

vective parcel characteristics. Thus, soundings with only

elevated instability were not included in the database.

The SPC software package SVRPLOT (Hart 1993)

was used to sort and plot hail reports from Storm Data.

Hail reports were only included if they were observed

within 100 n mi (185 km) of an upper-air radiosonde

site, and occurred between 2100 and 0200 UTC (2.5 h

from 2330 UTC). Reasons for using 2330 UTC as the

representative sounding release time include the fact

that it takes time for the balloon (typically released

shortly after 2300 UTC) to reach the mid- and upper

levels of the atmosphere, and the possibility of late or

multiple releases. These proximity criteria are similar to

those used by Craven and Brooks (2004), but are also

rather arbitrary in nature (Brooks et al. 1994). Given the

fact that most hail events occurring near 1200 UTC are

elevated in nature due to temperature inversions in the

boundary layer (and are thus unrepresentative surface

temperature measurements), only afternoon cases were

considered in this study. This is also consistent with

Brimelow et al. (2002), who used only afternoon hail

cases. For an in-depth discussion of the challenges as-

sociated with choosing proximity sounding criteria, see

Brooks et al. (1994).

Hail reports were categorized as either SIG ($2.0 in.)

or NON-SIG (,2.0 in.) according to the size criteria

specified in section 1. On days with multiple hail reports

within 100 n mi of a sounding site, the largest hail report

within that distance from the sounding site was re-

corded. Care was taken when choosing the NON-SIG

events, such that there were no SIG hail reports within

300 n mi of the NON-SIG reports. However, the ma-

jority of NON-SIG hail events were on days when no

SIG hail was reported anywhere within the contiguous

United States. Soundings were excluded if they were

contaminated by convection, which typically included

deep saturated profiles, unusual temperature lapse rates,

suspect winds (e.g., a cold front passage), or missing data

(Fig. 2). Archived hourly surface observations were used

to support whether or not the sounding was released in

the same low-level air mass that was ingested by the

hailstorm’s updraft, in order to obtain a representative

proximity temperature and dewpoint.

The tested version of HAILCAST does not use winds

below 850 hPa, so erroneous or unrepresentative winds

below this level are irrelevant to the model’s calcula-

tions. In the few cases where the surface pressure was

just below 850 hPa, the surface wind was used in place
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of the 850-hPa wind. Because the model uses surface

observations to reconstruct a well-mixed boundary

layer, rain-cooled air below the LCL is also irrelevant if

surface conditions prior to contamination exist for

sounding modification. However, for the purposes of this

study, soundings with contaminated low levels were not

used, in order to minimize the likelihood that other as-

pects of the sounding were also contaminated.

After applying the selection criteria, a dataset of 942

soundings was constructed. Only 28 of theses soundings

(3%) were capped for a surface-based parcel after it was

modified for surface conditions (methodology explained

in section 5). Given that the model is unable to produce

deep moist convection on a capped sounding using a

surface-based parcel, these soundings could not be used;

thus, 914 severe hail proximity soundings remained

(Fig. 3). Of these, 490 were associated with SIG hail

and 424 with NON-SIG hail. The largest number of hail

proximity soundings is over the plains region, consis-

tent with the climatological occurrence of severe and

significant hail (Doswell et al. 2005).

c. Selecting the control surface temperature and
dewpoint for model input

As with previous hail forecasting techniques, the max-

imum forecast hail size is highly dependent on the updraft

properties and, thus, the parcel properties used to calcu-

late the updraft strength. Therefore, it is critical to employ

a robust method for selecting the maximum representa-

tive surface temperature and dewpoint values in the in-

flow sector that will characterize the most intense updraft.

Selecting a representative control surface temper-

ature and dewpoint for each proximity sounding is dif-

ficult and necessarily subjective given the relatively

sparse observational data. Although one simply could

use the observed surface conditions at the sounding site

at 0000 UTC, the possibility of unrepresentative near-

storm surface conditions would be increased, especially

if the storm is located some distance from the sounding

site. Because it is impossible, especially for such a large

database, to accurately sample the exact properties of

the air being ingested by each hailstorm, one approach is

to estimate an upper limit of the temperature and dew-

point, which will provide an upper limit to the surface-

based CAPE. Given that the majority of surface based

hailstorms are observed at the time of day when the near-

surface lapse rate is well mixed and perhaps super-

adiabatic, it is much more likely that the highest surface

potential temperature observed between 2100 and 0200

UTC is an overestimate of the actual average potential

temperature between the surface and cloud base, rather

than an underestimate. Overly high temperatures can

result if the surface measurement is taken near concrete

buildings or asphalt runways. Therefore, using the

warmest surface temperature found will define a rea-

sonable upper limit. The same logic applies to de-

termining the dewpoint. Dewpoints typically do not

increase with height in the subcloud layer, so the highest

dewpoint found at the surface is often an overestimate of

the average dewpoint below cloud base (Craven et al.

2002).

FIG. 2. Example of a convectively contaminated sounding at

Roanoke, VA, at 0000 UTC in March 1997. The degree of satu-

ration and lapse rate profile suggest that a balloon likely entered

a convective cloud.

FIG. 3. Location and number of severe hail proximity soundings

used during 1989–2004. The database includes soundings in every

month.
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Using available surface observations, the following

guidelines were employed to find a representative upper

limit for the temperature and dewpoint to be used:

d The highest temperature (Tmax) and dewpoint (Tdmax)

observed between the hail report time and 2.5 h prior

to the report time were recorded, within the inflow air

mass ahead of the storm.
d These maximum temperature and dewpoint values did

not have to occur at the same observation point, but

they had to be within the same surface air mass feeding

the storm.

d Observations upwind of the hail report (with respect

to the surface flow) were preferred. An exception to

this guideline was made if some of the observations

were contaminated by precipitation, or if surface

winds were light and variable.

HAILCAST takes the input (control) surface tem-

perature and dewpoint, and then varies each of them by

18C in 0.58C increments to produce an ensemble forecast

of 25 surface parcels. The perturbation method assumes

incomplete sampling of the surface conditions, such that

variability on the mesoscale exists and needs to be

accounted for. A graphical example is shown in Fig. 4.

Using the case example shown in Fig. 5, the highest

temperature–dewpoint combination observed would

be 928–738F (338–238C). Thus, the final control values

input into the model would be 908–718F (328–228C) (the

high values minus 18C or about 28F). The model would

then produce an ensemble of 25 parcels, ranging from

888–698F to 928–738F (318–218C to 338–238C). If one were

to enter the maximum observed temperature and dew-

point directly into the model, overly buoyant ensemble

members would result, with the most unstable parcel in

this example being 948–758F (348–248C). A parcel of that

magnitude is not supported by the available surface

data.

This method of selecting the temperature and dew-

point along with the HAILCAST ensemble perturba-

tion process also helps account for the effects of vertical

FIG. 4. Graphical example of forecast hail size for a HAILCAST

simulation showing hail-size variability as a function of tempera-

ture and dewpoint.

FIG. 5. Graphic illustrating the method used for obtaining Tmax and Tdmax. Highest values in

this case would be 928F (338C) and 738F (238C), respectively. Control values for the hail model

would then be T 5 908F (328C) and Td 5 718F (228C).
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mixing and inhomogeneous temperature and dewpoint

fields in the vicinity of the storms. It has been shown by

Craven et al. (2002) that, for the central United States,

using a 100-mb mixed layer temperature and dewpoint

when computing the updraft properties appears to be

more appropriate than using a surface-based parcel,

which tends to result in excessively warm and moist

lifted parcels. This is especially true when dealing with

skin layers of moisture that can be unrepresentative of

convective potential, and that result in overestimates

of the actual buoyancy. Therefore, using Tmax 2 18C and

Tdmax 2 18C as control (model input) values will account

indirectly for some of the effects of mixing.

There are many methods that could be used to esti-

mate a ‘‘representative’’ near-storm environment, but

all require assumptions about the horizontal distribu-

tions of temperature and moisture. Therefore, it is dif-

ficult to assess which method would be best. Using Fig. 5

as an example, one could assume that the surface dew-

point would be less than 718F and the surface tempera-

ture less than 908F at the location of the storm report.

This may be a good assumption, but it could also be said

that assuming a linear gradient is an oversimplification.

Conversely, it could be argued that there is a higher

dewpoint and temperature at the storm report location if

you do not assume a linear moisture gradient. One could

simply use the single closest surface observation to the

storm report location, but there is an increased risk of

contamination by convection or a bad observation. For

these reasons, the authors considered multiple surface

observations in the near-storm environment.

4. HAILCAST performance

a. Hail category forecasts

It is evident from Figs. 6 and 7 that the maximum

ensemble member exhibits a positive association with

the observed hail size, with the forecast values centered

approximately around the perfect forecast line, while

the ensemble mean differs by having a strong tendency

to underestimate the maximum observed hail size. It is

important to note that the ensemble mean only includes

members whose parcels reach the LFC.

The linear correlation coefficient r for the maximum

ensemble member is 0.60 (Fig. 6), versus 0.61 (Fig. 7) for

the ensemble mean. Evident from Fig. 6 is that the

model fails to produce hail for a subset of the soundings.

Specifically, the model failed to produce hail in 18% of

the proximity soundings. The vast majority of these

(88%) were NON-SIG proximity soundings.

A common type of sounding profile for which the

model fails to produce hail is found across the south-

eastern United States or the Gulf coast during the sum-

mer. Such environments are characterized by small

vertical wind shear and weak midlevel lapse rates. Under

such conditions, the updraft contains very high liquid

water contents. Additionally, because of the relatively

warm updraft temperatures found in such environments

the hailstone will not be capable of freezing most of the

intercepted supercooled water. Consequently, most of

the (unfrozen) intercepted water will then be shed,

thereby reducing the growth potential and increasing

the chances that the stone will melt before reaching the

FIG. 6. Scatterplot of observed hail diameter vs ensemble maximum diameter. The diagonal

line represents a perfect forecast. Some plots are overlapping.
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ground. The growth potential is further limited by

the relatively short updraft durations predicted by the

model owing to low shear, and increased melting on

account of the high FZL. A sample summertime sound-

ing from the southeastern United States depicting a warm

and moist vertical profile with little vertical shear is

shown in Fig. 8. Despite having relatively large CAPE,

these types of soundings are typically only capable of

producing relatively small hail.

Figure 9 shows the average maximum member for all

cases within various size groups, as well as the average

ensemble mean for the same groups. The groups (and

number of soundings in each) are 0.75 in. (107), 0.88 in.

(38), 1.00 in.(109), 1.38 in. (the average size of all 1.25-

and 1.50-in. reports, numbering 23), 1.75 in. (144), 2.00 in.

(52), 2.50 in. (67), 2.75 in.(204), and 3.62 in. (9.19 cm, the

average size of all reports $3.00 in. numbering 170). For

example, there are 204 baseball-size (2.75 in.) soundings

in the database. The average size forecast by the hail

model for this group of soundings when using the maxi-

mum ensemble member is 2.41 in. (6.12 cm), while

the average size forecast by the ensemble mean is only

1.76 in. (4.47 cm). All 1.25- and 1.50-in. reports were

grouped given a relatively small sample size of each.

Figure 9 shows that the average maximum ensemble

member line corresponds closely to the perfect fit line,

albeit with a negative bias. The average ensemble mean

value parallels the maximum but with a greater negative

bias.

Although the average ensemble maximum member

has less bias than the average ensemble mean, using

a single maximum member may be less useful than using

an ensemble mean. Figure 10 shows that the standard

deviation of the average ensemble mean forecasts is

smaller than that of the average maximum ensemble

member for all size categories. A likely explanation for

the larger variability when using the maximum ensemble

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 6 but for the observed hail diameter vs ensemble mean diameter. Some plots

are overlapping.

FIG. 8. Example of a summertime sounding exhibiting a warm

and moist thermodynamic profile with weak midlevel lapse rates and

weak wind shear. The sounding is from Jackson, MS, at 0000 UTC

20 Jul 2002.
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member is the use of a single combination of temperature

and dewpoint for each sounding, which increases the

likelihood of selecting an unrepresentative updraft par-

cel. Also, if the ESI of an ensemble member crosses a

categorical threshold (Brimelow et al. 2002), it will result

in updraft properties being changed. The mean of all 25

members appears to reduce these effects.

Figures 9 and 10 suggest that applying a bias cor-

rection to the ensemble mean will result in improved

reliability and accuracy in the forecast of maximum hail

size. The calculated mean bias across all sizes is

20.77 in. (22.0 cm). However, from Fig. 9 it is seen that

much of the bias can be attributed to the larger mean

forecast error associated with very large hail (generally

$2.00 in). For hail #1.50 in. diameter, the bias is only

20.48 in. (21.2 cm). Thus, applying a 10.77 in. cor-

rection equally for all situations would tend to over-

forecast the hail size, given that, climatologically, 72%

of all reports in the database are #1.00 in. diameter. A

practical approach may be to first determine the likeli-

hood of very large versus small hail, and then to adjust the

ensemble mean output accordingly to arrive at a more

FIG. 9. Plot of the average of the ensemble maximum hail size (black line–squares) and

average ensemble mean hail size (gray lines–triangles) of all forecasts for each size category.

The dashed line indicates perfect reliability.

FIG. 10. As in Fig. 9 but for the standard deviation.
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accurate hail size forecast. This is explored in the next

section.

b. SIG versus NON-SIG forecasts

To test the model’s ability to discriminate between

SIG and NON-SIG environments, the dataset was di-

vided into two subsets: D $ 2.00 in. and 0.75 # D #

1.75 in. There is significant interquartile separation be-

tween the two groups shown in Fig. 11, indicating that

HAILCAST possesses promising skill when discrimi-

nating between SIG and NON-SIG hail environments.

The degree of separation is undoubtedly affected by the

18% rate of hail model failure (most failures occur in the

,2.00 in. category), where the 10th and 25th percentile

values for hail forecasts for the ,2.00 in. category are

both zero. Even so, if the model produces no hail, one

can still say with confidence that SIG hail is unlikely.

Calculation of skill scores for discriminating between

SIG and NON-SIG hail shows that the combination of

the critical success index (CSI; Donaldson et al. 1975)

and the true skill statistic (TSS; Doswell et al. 1990) is

optimized when using an ensemble mean threshold

value of about 1.30 in. (Fig. 12). An ensemble mean

forecast above this threshold indicates a deterministic

forecast of SIG hail, while values below indicate NON-

SIG hail. Apparent from Fig. 11 is that the 1.30-in.

threshold can be adjusted to more closely approximate

reality, by adding 0.70 in. to the ensemble mean fore-

cast. When this is done, the discrimination threshold is

now 2.00 in., which divides SIG and NON-SIG hail by

definition (Fig. 13).

Finally, filtering out hail reports that are near

the threshold value of 2.00 in. should decrease the

noise (e.g., hail-size uncertainty) and better reflect

HAILCAST’s ability to discriminate between SIG and

NON-SIG events. A total of 718 cases remain after re-

moving all cases $1.75 in. and ,2.50 in. Figure 14 shows

increased interquartile separation between the two size

groups, with the 25th percentile output for hail $2.50 in.

coincident with the 90th percentile for #1.50 in. hail

soundings. The probability of detection (POD) of SIG

hail for the filtered dataset increases to 0.81 while the

CSI and TSS values increase to 0.75 and 0.68, respectively

(Table 1). This confirms that HAILCAST exhibits sub-

stantial skill in discriminating between environments

favorable for hail residing at both ends of the severe hail

spectrum.

The forecast of SIG or NON-SIG hail is thus most

uncertain in the heart of the overlapping regions for

the two size groups, centered approximately between

1.60 and 1.80 in. for the bias-corrected ensemble mean

(Fig. 13). This is in part due to the hard threshold of

2.00 in. Interestingly, Fig. 10 shows that the standard

deviation is maximized for ensemble mean forecasts of

size groups near the 2.00-in. threshold, specifically from

2.00 to 2.50 in.

c. Possible explanations for the systematic
negative bias

It was shown in Fig. 9 that the negative forecast bias

for the ensemble mean increases with increasing hail

size and is largest for hail $2.00 in. with bias values

FIG. 11. Distribution of hail model output (ensemble average) for all soundings using two size

categories. The box is the middle 50% of the distribution and the top (bottom) whisker extends

to the 90th (10th) percentile.
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.1.00 in. It is appropriate to examine this result in more

detail to determine possible factors leading to the in-

creasing low bias for larger hail sizes.

1) HAILSTONE MORPHOLOGY

One possible reason for the low bias is that HAILCAST

assumes a perfect, spherically shaped hailstone, while

in reality large hailstones are rarely perfect spheres.

Instead, most hailstones are triaxial ellipsoids (Garcı́a-

Garcı́a and List 1992). Barge and Isaac (1973) measured

both the minimum and maximum dimensions of a large

number of hailstones from Alberta hailstorms. They

found that the modal value of the aspect ratio (a; minor

axis length divided by major axis length) was between

0.75 and 0.79. Similarly, Matson and Huggins (1980)

determined that the mean aspect ratio of their hail-

stone sample was 0.77. There is evidence that large

hailstones become more oblate as they grow. For ex-

ample, Browning and Beimers (1967) examined 90 large

stones and concluded that the stones became more

oblate (decreasing aspect ratio) as the maximum hail

dimension increased.

FIG. 12. TSS and CSI as a function of bias correction. TSS is maximized with a bias correction of

0.70 in.

FIG. 13. As in Fig. 11 but with a 0.70-in. (1.8 cm) bias correction applied.
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The size of an oblate hailstone is often quantified

through a parameter known as the equivalent diameter,

Deq. The equivalent diameter is the diameter that an

oblate hailstone of a given mass would have if it were

perfectly spherical. Here, Deq is a function of an oblate

hailstone’s aspect ratio a and major diameter D:

D
eq

5 a1/3D. (1)

The equivalent diameter is a useful parameter when

comparing the sizes of spherical and oblate hailstones,

because it is directly related to hailstone mass M:

M 5
p

6
r

H
D3

eq, (2)

where rH is the hailstone density. Applying an aspect

ratio of 0.75 to Eq. (1) yields an equivalent diameter that

is about 10% smaller than that of the length of the major

axis. For a highly oblate stone having an aspect ratio

of 0.50, the equivalent diameter would be some 20%

smaller than the length of the major axis. Consequently,

given that observers are likely to report the largest di-

mension of the hailstone (major axis), it is expected that

estimations of the true hail mass will be overestimated

when using reports from observers, especially when

stones have uneven surfaces, or if they are very oblate.

For example, an image of giant hailstones from

28 April 2002 is shown in Fig. 15. These stones may be

the ones that were reported as 4.50-in. ‘‘softball size’’

stones in Storm Data. A 3.00-in. (7.62 cm) hailstone was

reported at nearly the same time and location as the

4.50-in. report. Although the major axis of the larger

stone was about 4.50 in., the total mass of the stone was

likely much less than that of a solid 4.50-in. sphere.

Specifically, the aspect ratio of the larger stone was

approximately 0.62, which results in an equivalent di-

ameter of 3.85 in. (9.78 cm), so one would expect this

stone to have a mass closer to 444 g and not 705 g as

predicted using a spherical diameter of 4.50 in. On this

day, HAILCAST predicted a maximum hail diameter of

2.80 in. (7.11 cm) using a modified 0000 UTC proximity

sounding.

2) HAILSTONE TRAJECTORIES IN HAILCAST

Another possible explanation of the systematic low

bias in hail size can be attributed to a limitation of the

1D nature of the model to simulate realistic trajectories

through the storm. Specifically, in very high CAPE en-

vironments, the cloud droplet introduced at cloud base

ascends rapidly through the depth of the modeled storm.

In such situations, the hydrometeor has very little time

to grow during its rapid ascent before it enters the gla-

ciated zone (temperature ,2408C). The absence of

supercooled water and the low collection efficiency

of ice particles then preclude rapid growth of the stone.

FIG. 14. As in Fig. 13 but with all reports $1.75 in. (4.35 cm) and ,2.50 in. (6.35 cm) removed.

Separation between the two size categories increases as a result of this filtering.

TABLE 1. SIG hail contingency table and skill scores for the

ensemble average with reports both $1.75 in. (4.45 cm) and

,2.50 in. (6.35 cm) removed.

HIT MISS FA CN

354 84 35 245

POD FAR CSI TSS

0.81 0.09 0.75 0.68

CN 5 correct null; FA 5 false alarm.
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In exceptional circumstances, it may be possible for the

stone to grow large enough to descend below the 2408C

level and enter the mixed-phase region of the cloud

where it can grow more rapidly before the updraft col-

lapses. Alternatively, the stone remains suspended above

the 2408C level until the updraft collapses. In the latter

case, the hailstone then falls rapidly through the cloud

because there is no updraft to prolong its residence time

in the hail growth zone, and the stone is likely to be

smaller than would otherwise be suggested by the en-

vironmental conditions. Unfortunately, this limitation

of the model is difficult to overcome without invoking

a 2D or 3D cloud model.

3) HAILCAST RELATIONSHIP TO CAPE

A common method used to estimate maximum hail

size is to calculate the maximum theoretical updraft

strength due to buoyancy alone and then calculate what

size of hailstone can be supported by this velocity. This

simple parcel theory method is a very inaccurate way of

forecasting both the updraft velocity and maximum hail

size (Doswell and Markowski 2004) for several reasons:

d Updraft strength is affected by water loading and en-

trainment, as well as wind shear in the near-storm

environment, and pure parcel theory does not in-

corporate these factors.
d The maximum updraft velocity is at the equilibrium level

(EL), which is typically at a much higher height than

where the most significant hail growth takes place. Su-

percooled water droplets are unlikely to exist at the EL

for most storms, the exception being low-topped con-

vective environments where CAPE values are smaller.
d Storm mode and updraft longevity are not taken into

account.
d Microphysical processes relevant for hail formation

are not considered.
d Dynamic vertical pressure gradient forces can con-

tribute significantly to the updraft speed (Weisman

and Klemp 1982, 1984; Rotunno and Klemp 1985;

McCaul and Weisman 2001).

Thus, using the parcel theory method, large CAPE

will predict large hail and result in very high false alarm

rates (FARs; see Fig. 8 as an example). Figure 16

shows surface-based CAPE distributions for the filtered

NON-SIG and SIG subsets. Note that there is much

overlap between the CAPE associated with NON-SIG

and SIG hail events. Comparing Fig. 16 with Fig. 14, the

increased ability of HAILCAST to discriminate be-

tween SIG and NON-SIG hail events in strongly un-

stable environments becomes apparent when compared

to using CAPE alone. These results are consistent with

those of Edwards and Thompson (1998).

In addition, stronger updrafts do not necessarily cor-

respond to larger hailstones. As can be seen in Fig. 4, the

maximum hail size for this example actually increases

with decreasing parcel buoyancy.

FIG. 15. Large hailstones from the La Plata, MD, tornado event on 28 Apr 2002. Long axis of

left stone is about 4.50 in. (11.43 cm). Compact disc diameter is near 4.70 in. (11.94 cm).
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One of the few hail-forecasting methods available to

NWS field forecasters is through an Advanced Weather

Interactive Processing System (AWIPS) sounding algo-

rithm. This is an overly simplistic method based mainly

on the theoretical maximum updraft from CAPE. An

excerpt from the AWIPS D2D users manual (NOAA

2008) states:

Maximum Hailsize. ‘‘The Maximum Hailsize repre-

sents the largest hailstone that can be supported by the

undiluted parcel updraft (maximum vertical velocity).

As a result, the size is exaggerated when compared to

the size it is when it reaches the surface. This parameter

is based on the equation given in BAMS, Vol. 62, No. 11,

November 1981.’’

An example of output from this algorithm is shown in

Fig. 17. Note how the forecast maximum hail size using

the AWIPS algorithm for this particular sounding is

nearly 10 in. (25 cm) in diameter, when in fact the ob-

served hail size was baseball-size hail (2.75 in.). Thus,

the AWIPS algorithm does not appear to be a useful

means of forecasting the maximum hail size based on

environmental conditions, as any sounding with mod-

erate to high CAPE will result in a giant hail size. When

HAILCAST is run using the same sounding, the maxi-

mum forecast size is 2.20 in. (5.59 cm), with an ensemble

mean of 1.70 in. (4.32 cm). In this case, HAILCAST

clearly provided a much more realistic and superior hail-

size forecast.

Figure 18 depicts the observed proximity sounding for

the 22 June 2003 Aurora, Nebraska, record hail event

[7-in. diameter or 17.8 cm; see Guyer and Ewald (2004)].

The maximum forecast size using the modified Omaha,

Nebraska (KOAX), sounding is 4.10 in. (10.4 cm), with

an ensemble mean of 3.60 in. (9.1 cm). To place this hail

forecast in perspective, of the 942 soundings in the da-

tabase, only 10 (1%) had an ensemble mean of 3.60 in.

or larger. In contrast, the AWIPS algorithm predicted

a maximum hail size of 86 in. (218 cm).

5. Operational use of HAILCAST

It has been shown that bias-corrected ensemble mean

output from HAILCAST provides a relatively reliable

and accurate forecast of maximum hail size over the

conterminous United States (CONUS). These results

are based on a broad spectrum of storm types and en-

vironments. However, users of this model will have the

most success by understanding how the model works,

testing it, and carefully analyzing output. An experi-

enced user will learn when to accept or reject the hail

model output and, if necessary, make modifications to

the input sounding.

Consider the following hypothetical example. Assume

a particular forecast sounding gives widely varying hail

size forecasts within a single 25-ensemble member run.

The less unstable members, in combination with the

deep-layer shear vector, result in shorter-lived convec-

tion, while the most unstable members may be enough

to tip the storm mode into the supercell category, thus

modifying the updraft properties and increasing the hail

FIG. 16. Box and whisker plots comparing between the control surface-based (SB)CAPE

environments for two size categories.
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size dramatically. In this case, the mean of the 25 mem-

bers may not be very useful. The forecaster would have

to use his or her judgment to determine which storm

mode and ensemble members are most probable.

In some cases, the model fails to produce hail. Either

the parcel and embryo initiated at cloud base do not rise

past the LFC (there were zero ‘‘convecting members’’)

or the convecting members do not produce hail. Using

an interactive sounding program, the forecaster may

choose to modify the sounding by increasing the surface

temperature sufficiently to break the cap, and/or by

cooling the capping layer. This will increase the verti-

cal velocity of the embryos and allow the parcel to rise

past the LFC. A forecaster should be aware that use of

these sounding adjustment methods, depending upon the

magnitude of the changes, may introduce errors in hail

size. Artificially increasing the surface temperature will

have much less of an impact on the CAPE (Crook 1996)

and the final hail size than would modifying the dew-

point, which is not recommended unless the forecaster

feels the dewpoint is unrepresentative. This general ap-

proach of modifying a sounding permits a forecaster to

conduct sensitivity tests of HAILCAST. However, fore-

casters should also be cautioned that having the capability

of modifying soundings does not mean the adjustments

will be correct.

6. Potential HAILCAST improvement

In some cases, the lifted parcels cannot reach the LFC

because of capping, and the model members fail to

create a storm. While this typically means storms are

unlikely to form, it is observed that supercells commonly

persist into areas that are capped (Davies 2004). In these

cases, the forecaster is left with a HAILCAST pre-

diction of no hail. Modifying the code to introduce

embryos at the LFC instead of the LCL may circumvent

this problem. Similar work has been done on the model

that allows it to run on elevated soundings in which the

most unstable parcels are rooted above a surface stable

layer, although this aspect of the model has yet to be

evaluated.

In some cases, the ascending embryo may slow down

significantly as it attempts to rise through a relatively

stable capping layer. If the embryo fails to reach the

LFC, then the simulation will simply die. However, the

embryo can slow down so much that it grows sub-

stantially larger before accelerating above the LFC. This

FIG. 17. Screenshot of the AWIPS sounding interface for 1800 UTC 13 Jul 2004 sounding at Green Bay, WI. Note that the ‘‘max hailsize’’

highlighted on the right is nearly 10 in. (25.4 cm).
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may result in a larger maximum hail size for the less

buoyant ensemble members, with smaller hail sizes be-

ing produced for the more buoyant ensemble members

using the same sounding.

The shear used in the model currently is the 850 hPa–

6 km AGL bulk shear vector magnitude. The lower

level of 850 hPa was originally chosen to approximate

the surface heights found in the South African Highveld

where elevations are near 1500 m MSL. The model may

exhibit improved performance if the lower bound for

the shear is changed to a surface- or a storm-relative

inflow-layer average (Thompson et al. 2007). Also, giv-

ing the forecaster the option to force the storm mode

and longevity would be helpful in situations where the

model incorrectly diagnoses the storm type, and would

allow examination of a wider range of possibilities. A

version of the model that uses the effective bulk shear

(Thompson et al. 2007) is currently being tested. A more

complicated improvement would be to include the ef-

fects of wind shear on the updraft and contributions to

vertical motion by way of dynamic vertical pressure

gradient forces.

HAILCAST often fails to produce hail with very

warm and moist soundings containing weak midlevel

lapse rates and wind shear. A typical 700–500-hPa lapse

rate in these cases would be #6.58C km21, with surface–

6-km bulk shear #10 m s21. Approximately 15% of the

soundings in the database fit this profile and are asso-

ciated with severe hail (88% of those soundings are

associated with hail #1.75 in. diameter). Additional

testing should be done on these types of environments.

Injecting the embryo at a higher level, such as the

freezing level, may circumvent this problem, although

further modifications to the model would be required

to do this.

Other hail forecasting products that could potentially

be useful would be to calculate the percentage of en-

sembles (i.e., probability) predicted to be greater than

a specified threshold, and the standard deviation of the

ensemble members (larger standard deviations would

suggest greater uncertainty in the forecasts of specific hail

size). Also, when producing hail maps using NWP prog-

nostic soundings, Brimelow and Reuter (2009) found

that the false alarm area for hail over central Alberta

could be reduced by utilizing output from HAILCAST

at only those grid cells where the Canadian Global

Economy Model (GEM) was also predicting pre-

cipitation. However, rather than using deterministic

forecasts of thunderstorms employing a single model,

a more robust approach would be to couple the proba-

bilistic output from HAILCAST with the model-based

probability of thunderstorms, similar to those being

produced using the Short-Range Ensemble Forecast

(SREF) model (Bright et al. 2005).

FIG. 18. NSHARP display at 0000 UTC from a KOAX sounding for the 22 Jun 2003 Aurora, NE, record hail event. The HAILCAST

maximum forecast size is 4.1-in. (10.4 cm) diameter.
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7. Summary

HAILCAST is a practical tool for hail-size forecasting

that can be run on observed or forecast soundings.

Testing of HAILCAST using a large sample of prox-

imity soundings reveals that the model can add great

value to hail forecasts despite substantial deficiencies in

the hail report database, significant errors associated

with proximity soundings, and a relatively simplistic 1D

model. The model is more physically realistic than tra-

ditional techniques as it grows an actual hailstone rather

than estimating size based on ambient thermodynamic

parameters alone. To its credit, HAILCAST does not

forecast unreasonably large hail sizes in environments

with high CAPE and/or vertical wind shear, and the

output is relatively reliable.

HAILCAST appears to be the best tool presently

available to forecast hail size. Although efforts are un-

der way to test new improvements, the current version

offers an objective hail size forecast that is scientifically

sound and demonstrates considerable skill.
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